CROWD BETA TESTING IN GAMING:
FROM THEORY TO PRACTICE

Even the Paris Opera Ballet needs a dress rehearsal—
why should your game be any exception?
Beta testing a game as a whole or even an individual feature or level gives you
valuable information on real play performance and player reactions. You need
beta testers for every platform you create for and every language you publish in.
Finding, training and nurturing all those gamers doesn’t have to take away time
from your game development.
Lionbridge Gaming gives you access to thousands of enthusiastic gamers in
every demographic and geography so you can test the function and reception of
your game in any target market on any platform. Whether your game needs a few
short-term testers for a small tweak or long-term commitments from thousands
to track gameplay across task completion, Lionbridge Gaming can deliver with the
promise of speed, quality and scalability we bring to all our work.

LOADING

Our Services
Lionbridge Gaming crowd beta testing management features:
•

Targeting by age, platform preference,
native language and more

•

Test moderation in partnership
with our customers

•

Flexible team to support clients and
testers in any time zone

•

Test analytics

•

Gamer recruitment and onboarding

•

Test survey creation for
qualitative feedback

•

Multilingual support

Your Benefits

Carefully built community
thoroughly trained in
security requirements

Lionbridge Gaming’s
global gamers crowd
in all key locales

Data driven
test management
and execution

Experienced test leads to help
customers moderate the test pass
and guide players as required

Ongoing recruitment
for new testers

Integration into the full suite of
Lionbridge Gaming offerings

Get Started

Why Lionbridge: Crowd Experience and Expertise
With a long history of successful crowd sourcing, Lionbridge has the experience and
infrastructure to successfully recruit from a global crowd. Our deep games testing
expertise dovetails with global crowd management and moderation expertise to deliver a
unique service suitable for indie developers and AAA powerhouses alike. Our full suite of
video game services means end-to-end support with one provider, decreasing onboarding
effort and improving IP security.
And as always, partnering with Lionbridge brings speed, accuracy and scalability. We also
bring the passion of gamers around the world to this suite of services, where our teams are
as dedicated to bringing out the best in your game as your players are to becoming the best
at it. Take advantage of our games offerings to see how Lionbridge can build bridges and
break barriers for you.

Level up your global gaming
experience with Lionbridge
Gaming. Lionbridge
Gaming is a world leader
in localization, dubbing,
testing and community
management for the
Gaming industry.
We help developers,
publishers and platform
holders deliver quality
experiences worldwide.
LIONBRIDGE.COM

